
You must read the directions to your teammates before you start the race. 
*Write responses and names on the lists provided.  You must use a heavy pen or marker. 
*There are only two sheets enclosed no matter how large your team is.  
*You must go to all of the pit stops enclosed on your list and the library and computer lab. 
*You may BOTH decide to go together or you may split up. 
*WARNING: Select your locations wisely.  If there is only one computer, only one team is permitted to 
enter that room. 
*All members of the team must be present before you check in(I’ll write your time down). 
*All items originally found in this envelope need to be placed back into it 
before you check in. 
*Before the bell rings, you must check into your final stop - room 307. 
*The team that finishes first, with the most information correct, with the least number of rule infractions will 
win a prize. 
*No disrupting other classes.   
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